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Abstract

The U.S. Department of Defense’s recent growth in cyber has outpaced the Air Force’s ability to adequately organize, train and retain cyber expertise. This is especially true within Air Force intelligence, a critical component of the Department’s Cyber Mission Force construct and a significant contributor to the national intelligence community. To regain and retain the competitive advantage in the cyberspace domain, the Air Force must develop training tailored to each specific intelligence specialty code working in or supporting cyber operations, it must examine its organizational construct splitting the cyber force between two Major Commands, it must consider re-specialization of the 14N career field and it must examine retention mechanisms and consider options such as establishment of a Warrant Officer career field to ensure long term retention of talent.
Thesis

This study uses a qualitative approach to argue that the Air Force is currently not effectively planning for the organization, training or retention of Air Force intelligence professionals working in cyberspace operations.
Organizing, Training, and Retaining Intelligence Professionals for Cyber Operations

The digital battlefield transitioned from theory to reality at a rapid pace with a growing number of adversaries looking to the cyber domain to gain an asymmetric advantage. The traditional intelligence-gathering tradecrafts among many nations now include cyber espionage. Malicious actors, state-sponsored or not, can use network attacks to inflict significant damage on their adversaries. The extent of attacks against the U.S. is staggering; the Deputy Director of the National Security Agency (NSA), Richard Ledgett, estimates that there are “hundreds of thousands” attempted intrusions on U.S. networks each day.¹

The Department of Defense (DoD) acknowledges this threat and has prioritized growth in cyber capabilities despite an austere budget environment. Cyber features prominently within the 2015 National Military Strategy (NMS), which highlights a growing cyber threat to U.S. interests. In response, the DoD has invested human capital into the Cyber Mission Force, a framework of national and regionally focused cyber teams under U.S. Cyber Command, with offensive and defensive capabilities.² The 2015 NMS recognizes people as the military’s competitive advantage and highlights the need to reward and retain technical talent.³ The Air Force Future Operating Concept, 2015, echoes this strategy with specific goals to enhance training and modernize Airman management mechanisms within Air Force Core Mission areas, including Global Integrated Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (GIISR).⁴

Despite recognition of the importance of cyberspace operations and people to conduct those operations, Air Force leaders lack full understanding and appreciation for the role of intelligence in the cyber domain. The Air Force summary in DoD’s 2011 report to Congress on growing the cyber force did not include intelligence personnel.⁵ In reality, Air Force intelligence personnel comprise the majority of work roles within the service’s Cyber Mission Force
structure as well as within cyber exploitation and defensive operations conducted at the NSA. The dual-hatted Director of NSA and Commander of Cyber Command, Admiral Rogers, noted the importance of intelligence within cyber operations when he stated “the ability of USCYBERCOM personnel to operate under delegated [Signals Intelligence] SIGINT authorities and leverage the national cryptologic platform is a critical capability… Signals intelligence information remains vital to support cyber operations.”

In order to fulfill the identified strategic goals in cyber, the Air Force must recognize the unique skills required for ISR in and for cyberspace and address force management appropriately. Specifically, the Air Force must examine its current organizational construct in employing ISR Airmen, it must invest in training for all ISR Air Force Specialty Codes (AFSC) in cyber operations, and it must study retention factors for these Airmen and employ novel solutions to develop and keep a competitive advantage.

**Understanding the Cyber Landscape: ISR For and From Cyberspace**

The 2015 DoD Cyber Strategy identifies three goals of cyber operations: defense of DoD, defense of the homeland and national interests, and support to military operations and planning. To achieve these goals, Joint Publication 3-12 identifies three types of operations, Offensive Cyber Operations (OCO), Defensive Cyber Operations (DCO) and DoD Information Network (DoDIN) Operations. The Joint Publication also recognizes Computer Network Exploitation (CNE) under the oversight of the national intelligence community and Cyberspace ISR, intelligence gathering and other ISR activities to support OCO and DCO. Digital Network Intelligence (DNI) describes data obtained through CNE and then analyzed. These categories are often insufficient in describing the total nature of intelligence activities in the cyber domain.
resulting in some members of the ISR community using Cyber or Cyberspace ISR as an umbrella term. A further dissection of Cyber ISR provides additional specificity.

*What is Cyber ISR?*

Air Force ISR expert, Colonel Matthew Hurley, suggests two main categories of Cyber ISR: ISR for and ISR from cyberspace. “ISR from cyber” would include exploitation activities, such as CNE, where “ISR for cyber” would include intelligence collection and or analysis from any other source in support of cyberspace operations such as OCO or DCO. Traditional SIGINT, Human Intelligence (HUMINT), or Imagery Intelligence (IMINT) collection could support cyberspace operations. As a hypothetical example, SIGINT collection could reveal an upcoming adversary military deployment or cyber-attack. This information could be used to plan OCO or DCO activities as an example of ISR for cyber. Similarly, information collected from cyber could be used in traditional kinetic operations as ISR from cyber. For instance, if an email documenting future movements of an enemy leader was collected via ISR from cyber, it could then be used to aid in kinetic targeting of that leader. All of these activities can be loosely categorized into Cyber ISR.

*NSA and Cyber Command*

Within the DoD the primary organizations involved in cyber are Cyber Command and its components from each of the military services, and NSA and its components from each of the services. In general, Cyber Command operates under Title 10, U.S. Code, traditional military authorities, and NSA operates under Title 50, U.S. Code, authorities including covert actions and intelligence.

Cyber Command, located at Fort Meade, Maryland and collocated with the NSA, is a sub-unified command subordinate to U.S. Strategic Command. Cyber Command’s mission is to
plan, coordinate, integrate, synchronize and conduct activities to “direct the operations and
defense of specified Department of Defense information networks and; prepare to, and when
directed, conduct full spectrum military cyberspace operations…” Cyber Command is
currently building out 133 cyber teams; National Mission Teams, Cyber Protection Teams,
Combat Mission Teams and Combat Support Teams, as part of the Cyber Mission Force
warfighting construct. The Air Force component to Cyber Command is Air Forces Cyber
(AFCYBER). Twenty-fourth Air Force Headquarters was designated AFCYBER in 2010, and
designated a Joint Force Headquarters – Cyber (JFHQ-C) in 2013. Air Force Space Command is
the parent Major Command (MAJCOM) of 24th Air Force. JFHQ-C serves as a command and
control authority for joint cyber forces within the Cyber Mission Force. As of 2014, 24th Air
Force noted its manpower included over 5,400 active and 11,000 reserve personnel.

The National Security Agency/Central Security Service (NSA/CSS) falls under the DoD
and is a Combat Support Agency (CSA). The NSA is a component of the intelligence
community that employs cryptology and “coordinates, directs, and performs highly specialized
activities to protect U.S. information systems and to produce foreign signals intelligence
information.” More specifically, NSA conducts SIGINT, Information Assurance, and enables
Computer Network Operations. Further, NSA “is authorized to collect, process, analyze,
produce, and disseminate signals intelligence information and data for foreign intelligence and
counterintelligence purposes to support national and departmental missions, and to provide
signals intelligence support for the conduct of military operations.”

Military services provide manpower to NSA/CSS via their Service Cryptologic
Components. Twenty-Fifth Air Force, subordinate to Air Combat Command, has been
designated as the Air Force’s Service Cryptologic Component, which formalizes its relationship
with NSA and makes it responsible to NSA for, “Air Force matters involving the conduct of cryptologic activities…” As of 2015, 25th Air Force reported it’s manpower includes nearly 30,000 active, reserve and guard personnel. In addition to supplying ISR Airmen to NSA, 25th Air Force supports AFCYBER by providing ISR Airmen for the Cyber Mission Force construct under Cyber Command. Under this relationship, 25th Air Force Airmen are administratively controlled (ADCON) through their 25th Air Force unit and operationally controlled (OPCON) through AFCYBER via the JFHQ-C. This means the considerable intelligence portion of the Cyber Mission Force teams are not controlled operationally by intelligence personnel. Further, with Air Force NSA/CSS forces controlled by NSA/CSS and Cyber Command controlling Air Force Cyber Mission Force forces, the Air Force retains little operational control in this domain.

**Air Force Cyber Professionals**

Multiple AFSCs are involved in cyber operations. In 2010, the Air Force began to restructure officer and enlisted communications career fields to prepare for growing cyberspace operations. This restructuring included creation of the 17X career field for officers, which has since been even further specialized for Network Operations (17D) and Cyber Warfare Operations (17S). On the enlisted side, the 3DX career field was largely morphed into various cyberspace support or communications sub-specialties. In addition, a new career field, the 1B4, was created for Network Warfare Operators.

For ISR officers, there is one generalist AFSC, the 14N. This AFSC fills a variety of intelligence roles, including cyber ISR, with no additional specialization or training formally tracked. For enlisted ISR personnel, almost every AFSC can play a role in Cyber ISR. The Air Force recently specialized the 1N4 analyst career field into 1N4A Digital Network Analysts, focused on ISR from cyber, and 1N4B Analysis and Production personnel. In terms of
practical employment, 1N3 Cryptologic Language Analysts can translate information gleaned from cyberspace and 1N0 Operations Intelligence personnel can provide cyber threat analysis and briefings supporting operations. Within the Cyber Mission Force, 1N0s fill All Source Analyst work roles, 1N3s are Language Analysts and 1N4Bs fill Target Analyst Reporter roles.\textsuperscript{32}

For ISR from cyber, the two primary ISR specialties involved are 1N2C Signals Intelligence Analysts and 1N4A Network Intelligence Analysts, with 1N4As as the preponderance of Air Force ISR forces in both NSA and Cyber Command. Of note, per Career Field Manager policy, 1N2Cs are not eligible to fill any Cyber Mission Force work roles, limiting their career options within Cyber ISR to positions on the NSA side.\textsuperscript{33} Both of these AFSCs require advanced training, known as the Joint Cyber Analysis Course (JCAC) prior to entering most Cyber ISR positions. In an attempt to professionalize the 1N4A career field, the HAF Career Field Manager directed that all 1N4As attend JCAC or be re-categorized as a 1N4B and lose the current 1N4A reenlistment bonus.\textsuperscript{34}

**Organizing: Current ISR Force Structure in Cyber and the Ops/Intel Debate**

The nature of operations in cyberspace is dynamic and fluid. Contrary to traditional kinetic military operations, it is often difficult to characterize activity as OCO, CNE or other types of activities. Former DoD legal advisor Andru Wall notes the skills needed to collect intelligence in cyber are similar to those required to conduct an attack. Further, these operations happen quickly and transition back and forth between offensive and exploitation operations in seconds.\textsuperscript{35} Because of this fluid nature, cyber tools may be constructed to have more than one type of capability, such as tools that can both collect intelligence when tasked and have the
capability to deliver some sort of attack mechanism.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{Cyber-ISR Integration}

As shown in Figure 1, 25\textsuperscript{th} Air Force recognizes the dynamic nature of cyber operations and the vital role of ISR in the lead up to a potential offensive operation, in the aftermath of the operation, in analyzing results of the operation and in collecting data to drive the next operation. Depending on the nature of the target, intelligence preparation can be very difficult and lengthy. The figure also notes the relative frequency of offensive operations as minimal compared to the defensive and intelligence gathering functions.

On the national side, as discussed, Air Force personnel working in cyber mission areas at NSA are provided via 25\textsuperscript{th} Air Force and operationally controlled by NSA/CSS. The same type of relationship exists within the Cyber Mission Forces, with 25\textsuperscript{th} Air Force providing forces that are operationally controlled by AFCYBER for Cyber Command, despite 25\textsuperscript{th} Air Force having
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the preponderance of forces. This team make-up highlights the critical role of intelligence, as depicted in Figure 2.\textsuperscript{37} Cyber Mission Force team leaders, while technically fillable by 14N or 17X personnel, are overwhelmingly filled by 17X personnel with AFCYBER determining placement.\textsuperscript{38} This organization runs the risk of creating an operations versus intelligence divide when in reality, intelligence collection is inherently a type of operation within cyberspace and may represents the bulk of operations conducted within this domain.

![Figure 2. 25th Air Force Depiction of ISR and Operations Positions in Cyber Mission Force](image)

Despite the prominent importance of ISR in cyberspace, organizationally, Cyber ISR appears to be somewhat marginalized, with 25th Air Force providing forces but retaining no operationally control, and with ISR professionals not filling Cyber Mission Force leadership roles. As noted, the two Numbered Air Forces (NAF) with cyber responsibilities are split between two MAJCOMs. Additionally, the Air Force Core Function Lead Integrator (CFLI) roles are split between MAJCOMs. The CFLI is the Air Force’s primary advocate in planning, programming, and integrating activities for a core function. For ISR, the CFLI falls under Air
Combat Command while the CFLI for cyber falls under Air Force Space Command. As Hurley notes, the marginalization, or as he refers to it, the treatment of Cyber ISR as a support role, “fail[s] to recognize that ISR often is the mission.”

A recent Foreign Policy columnist questioned the Air Force’s split cyber organization, as an outlier among the services. He noted this stove-piped structure is outdated and inefficient for modern cyber conflict. Air Force Chief of Staff, General Welsh, has recognized the problems with the split organization of cyber forces and called for a single, information-focused MAJCOM. The Chief noted that creation of such a MAJCOM would take over ten years.

In addition to split command chains and advocacy, plus the subordination of ISR forces to “operational” personnel, additional Secretary of the Air Force (SAF)-level actions may also increase the perceived operations vs. intelligence divide. As one example, in 2014 the SAF Chief Information Officer (CIO), changed procedures for authorizing the “Cyberspace Operations Badge,” to ensure only personnel from 17X, or 1B4 AFSCs in “operations-focused” jobs could be approved for badge wear. Procedures are included for other AFSCs to earn the badge, but they are significantly cumbersome; requiring individual justification through MAJCOM chains to the SAF/CIO for consideration. This policy rescinded a 2010 policy awarding the badge for a larger group of personnel with cyber experience, mandating that non-17X/1B4 AFSCs wear the badge if they completed an online course and had at least one year of “cyberspace experience.”

**Training and Tracking Expertise: Equipping ISR Professionals to Win in Cyberspace**

The split organization within the Air Force’s cyber community also manifests in different force management constructs for 1NX/14N and 17X/1B4 personnel, to include training, retention tools, and the ability to track and develop talent. A 2010 RAND study on cyber human capital
identified the need for the Air Force to tackle this problem strategically and across all specialties, yet human capital management is still conducted within functional management stovepipes.\textsuperscript{45}

For officer force management, Air Force Space Command established an office to track cyber experience, regardless of AFSC or organization.\textsuperscript{46} Twenty-fifth Air Force and Air Combat Command have not established dedicated force management procedures for Cyber ISR personnel.\textsuperscript{47}

A review of the current intelligence officer course curriculum demonstrates the wide variety of jobs 14Ns must be prepared to enter and includes only 48 hours, or less than 5\% of the course time, on SIGINT and cyber combined.\textsuperscript{48} The Air Force relies on NSA and Cyber Command for any other mission-specific training for ISR officers. In an informal survey of ISR officers in the 659\textsuperscript{th} ISR Group in 2014, subjects expressed a significant gap in training between their initial Air Force intelligence training and their on-the-job or mission-specific training within the Cyber Mission Force or NSA. These members felt that many of the existing training opportunities were designed for a technical audience, such as the 17X. Specific areas that these subjects identified as gaps were networking fundamentals, network exploitation techniques, current adversary and U.S. capabilities, SIGINT requirements and reporting, and network security fundamentals. Of note, none of the 14Ns surveyed had a technical academic degree or felt that one was required if adequate training for 14Ns existed.\textsuperscript{49}

For enlisted personnel, following initial skills training, the Air Force is reliant on JCAC and several courses offered by NSA and Cyber Command. Air Force Space Command has established its own schoolhouse for 1B and 17X personnel to provide advanced training following initial training.\textsuperscript{50} While intelligence personnel can attend these courses, they are not part of an established 1N/14N training pipeline, 1N/14N personnel typically can only attend on a
space-available basis, and these courses are not geared towards intelligence personnel without 1B/17X initial skills training. Air Force Space Command has also created a Cyber Intelligence Formal Training Unit (IFTU) for officer and enlisted ISR personnel, but this course was designed for intelligence personnel that will be assigned to Air Force Space Command cyber units, ISR for cyber, not intelligence personnel working in 25 AF units, ISR from cyber. The Air Force must recognize the growing role of intelligence personnel in cyber operations and must invest in specific, tailored training for all ISR personnel.

Retaining: Preserving the Competitive Advantage

The Headquarters Air Force (HAF) ISR career field managers monitor retention data and look for trends, but only reactively. For instance, even for individuals who elect to separate from service, no formal Air Force exit interview is conducted to identify why they are leaving the service because the ISR managers feel current retention numbers do not warrant this level of study. This type of analysis puts managers in the position of always being reactive in force management decisions and being uniformed of any retention decision factors that have not yet resulted in separations.

Despite the austere budget, both the 1B4 and 1N4A career fields are on the critically manned career field listing and eligible for SRBs. The bonus amount may still not be enough to compete with industry cyber opportunities with jobs such as cyber security analysts who easily earn about $85,000 annually. In addition to competing with industry, ISR positions in cyber are also growing within the government civilian ranks, adding another layer of competition. For instance, a cursory review of civilian jobs seeking applicants revealed several Cyber ISR positions across all services. One Army position, for a Cryptologic Cyberspace Intelligence Specialist at the GG-13 level, showed an annual salary range from $92,145 to $119,794. By
one accounting, an E-5 with 10 years of service time makes between $52,000 and $62,000 a year with allowances included, or with an SRB, roughly $62,000 to $75,000 for the years the bonus is paid.\textsuperscript{56} A 2014 RAND study suggests the private sector salaries are growing even higher because of the scarcity of qualified personnel, noting qualified personnel can negotiate between companies to drive their salary and benefits higher.\textsuperscript{57} This increased competition for skilled professionals should drive a relook into the SRB levels for Cyber ISR Airmen.

For 1N4As, as the career field was recreated in 2014, members that had already reenlisted to gain retainability to attend JCAC may not have been eligible to reenlist as a new 1N4A and take advantage of the new SRB. This could manifest in differing levels of compensation for the same work. The Air Force must reexamine these bonus procedures, and communicate them across the force and Military Personnel Flights, to ensure all 1N4As are SRB-eligible, regardless of previous enlistment contracts prior to the designation of the 1N4A AFSC.

Extended service time requirements also exist for both 1N4A and 1B4 advanced technical training, but are limited to 3 years for technical training per Air Force Instruction.\textsuperscript{58} For instance, JCAC and the advanced cyber operations course for 1B4s each come with retainability requirements of 3 years.\textsuperscript{59} The Air Force’s current push to train all 1N4As with JCAC means a large portion of 1N4A JCAC graduates are still either within their JCAC retainability or within their service commitment from their Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB), and are not yet at a decision point for longer retention.\textsuperscript{60} Looking only at current retention data will not aid managers in projecting what force management programs would be useful to retain these experts after their service commitment has expired. The HAF intelligence directorate (HAF/A2) should conduct recurring surveys of active duty Cyber ISR personnel to gather data and enable proactive decisions.
Unfortunately for ISR officers and civilians in cyber, there is not yet a fully-functioning mechanism to track their retention. The 14N career management team created a Career Path Tool (CPT) that will provide a way to track varying levels of experience within the 14N pool; this tool should be helpful if used as an assignments input to assure proper placement of 14Ns with cyber experience. The HAF/A2 team should also use this data to survey 14Ns with cyber experience to determine their perspective on factors impacting their retention. The tool must also be heavily advertised as the squadron commanders interviewed were, in general, not familiar with the tool.

In the absence of such data, informal interviews of intelligence squadron commanders in cyber, who are conducting exit interviews with their separating members and are engaging their members on future decisions, helps to reveal these retention factors. Initial unit-level concerns for 1NX personnel in cyber include career path and training opportunities and job satisfaction. While there is advanced training in the form of JCAC for select 1NX personnel conducting ISR from cyber operations, there is a dearth of available training for IN and 14N personnel working in ISR from and for cyber; this lack of defined training could be the source of some retention concerns the squadrons reported. Another related concern uncovered at the unit level is the unclear career path options for 1Ns in cyber and the potential that future assignments may not employ their extensive cyber skills. Commanders also noted following a lengthy formal and informal training pipeline and then finally getting operational experience, to attain the next rank individuals must eventually leave their technical positions and advance into leadership positions to be promoted. RAND echoes the commanders’ concerns, noting the difficulty of military organizations in building deep expertise, required in cyberspace operations, because of the desire to value breadth of experience. The mention of job satisfaction is especially interesting, as the
commanders noted the pace of actual operations within the new Cyber Mission Force teams has been slow while the teams train and prepare. These factors, combined with the competitive nature of the job market and inconsistent retention mechanisms, plus no first-hand data on personal retention factors, provide clear cause for concern in the long term.

Recent RAND interviews of cyber personnel echo the unit-level concerns noting their subjects reported concern about career management and utilization and the need for tailored career development and training. These subjects also noted a monetary competition from industry that was counter-balanced by the promise of a cyber-warfare mission that industry cannot provide.65 This draw to a desirable mission was also noted by the commanders interviewed for this research paper. The commanders suggested this draw was tenuous and could be reduced if existing frustrations with career options, training and force management are not ameliorated.66
Recommendations

A review of current policy and recent studies as well as inputs from operational leaders leads to several recommendations within the categories of organization, training and retention in order for the Air Force to provide the best possible contribution to cyber warfare.

Organization

The need for a merged 24th and 25th Air Force under an information-focused MAJCOM is clear and acknowledged by Air Force leadership. While awaiting this new MAJCOM, HAF/A2 and 25th Air Force must continue to advocate for Cyber ISR as a core ISR mission and provide focused career field management, develop cyber training for each ISR AFSC in cyber operations and gain advocacy for Cyber ISR within the CFLI construct. In addition, the Air Force should examine the role of the JCAC-trained 1N2C and ensure this group of individuals is eligible for Cyber Mission Force positions and afforded the same incentives that the 1N4As receive.

On the officer side, the organization of the 14N career field also merits discussion. Operations in the cyber domain can be very dynamic and technical and require specifically and continually trained Airmen. With intelligence likely being the predominant type of cyber operations, 14Ns must be equipped to lead these operations. This involves development of training as discussed but should also be accompanied by a review of the career field itself. Over 650 14Ns currently work in SIGINT and cyber positions, representing almost 25% of the overall career field. As discussed, these two fields are inextricably linked. The preponderance of intelligence forces within cyber operations, the natural mission linkages between cyber operations and intelligence, and the need for specific and continual training of cyber intelligence personnel lead to a recommendation to create a specialized 14N for SIGINT and cyber. If the Air Force invested in this specialization, it could develop a core of ISR professionals equipped
and prepared to develop true service-specific cyber capabilities and leverage national capabilities for Air Force core mission areas.

Training and Tracking

As noted, the Air Force must invest in creation of training for each ISR AFSC involved in cyber operations. The 1N4A and 1N4B career field split should generate split technical training programs where each group can develop initial skills, prior to more advanced training, such as JCAC for the 1N4As. A cyber ISR Formal Training Unit (FTU) should be developed with courses for each ISR AFSC in cyber operations. Given the nature of cyberspace, the incorporation of Interactive Multimedia Instruction (IMI) should be explored. New Air Force trainees will be digital natives, so technology can be an advantage in their training if designed with an understanding of current educational research.\textsuperscript{68} Further, if this type of instruction includes simulations or gaming, it could result in more cognitive gain than traditional instruction, as shown in the meta-analysis by Vogel, et al.\textsuperscript{69}

Tracking Air Force ISR professionals with cyber expertise is another important area currently not fully optimized. Completion of JCAC allows for an administrative tracking mechanism for those graduates, but the other AFSCs, to include officers, must have a comprehensive mechanism to track cyber skills and experience. HAF’s CPT provides a promising option if this tool is used in assignment decisions and is pushed to operational commanders for their use.

Retention

While it is definitely useful to have some cyber-experienced enlisted leaders, the Air Force must consider return on investment and the value of continued technical experience and development of expertise over time. With the current model of enlisted force management, as
non-commissioned officers (NCO) progress through the ranks, complete varying levels of training, and gain operational experience, their ability to progress in terms of technical skill is capped as they reach Senior NCO and must transition to leadership positions to be promotable. This means the Air Force is inherently limited in the amount of cyber skill its ISR forces can attain and often loses this technical skill to management at its apex. The unit interviews echo this concern from the Airman-perspective noting their desire to be able to continue work at a technical level and not lose promotion potential.

One solution that addresses the member-desire to stay technical, enables long-term expertise development and defined career paths, and could decrease the pay gap competition is the creation of a technical warrant officer career field for cyber operations. The Congressional Budget Office studied Warrant Officers across the services and noted considerable flexibility in law, allowing each service to use these warrant officers in different ways to meet specific technical needs. In most cases, Warrant Officers come from the enlisted ranks at a certain level of experience, and stay in that specific skill set as Warrant Officers. These officers do not broaden in the types of assignments they receive, instead they are able to serve in repetitive assignments in their specialty.

In applying Warrant Officers to Air Force cyber, several potential models emerge. One model would be to create one Air Force cyber warrant officer specialty and feed it from the most technically capable 1N and 1B cyber personnel. This would enable the continued development of experience and create a cadre of seasoned veterans that can lead operations and mentor and train developing personnel. Another model would call for two separate warrant officer career fields, one fed from 1N personnel, and one from 1B personnel. An additional consideration for either model would be the inclusion of direct accession warrant officers. This feature may be
attractive to individuals from the civilian workforce with commercial technical experience and provide new perspectives and frames of thinking. Retention has been strong across services that employ Warrant Officers with the majority serving until retirement eligible, and 50 percent of Navy Warrant Officers serving at least 24 years, and 35 percent of Army and Marine Corps Warrant Officers serving at least 24 years.\textsuperscript{72}

Regardless of any specific solutions, the Air Force must look at retention proactively for Cyber ISR Airmen. Current retention numbers do not suggest a problem, but this data is confounded by active service commitments. Admiral Rogers is worried about his ability to bring in new technical skill despite current high retention rates at the NSA. Rogers notes the flood of unfilled technology jobs across U.S. industry will push the private sector to aggressively recruit new talent, in direct competition with NSA’s recruitment goals.\textsuperscript{73} Retention of ISR Airmen in cyber certainly merits further study. A simple, recurring survey to active Cyber ISR Airmen would provide career field managers with a more accurate depiction of retention factors in the coming years so they can take appropriate action to prevent or mitigate a future manning crisis.
Conclusion

ISR Airmen are indispensable to the Department of Defense’s cyber missions to include national-level computer exploitation and supporting Combatant Commands via the Department’s Cyber Mission Force construct. A review of policy and research combined with expert interviews resulted in the identification of shortfalls within the areas of organizational structure, training and retention ISR Airmen in cyber operations. This review allowed for multiple recommendations to address these shortfalls, most notably the recommendations of specializing the 14N career field and of creating an Air Force Warrant Officer career field as the best method to develop and retain cyber warriors able to deliver a competitive advantage to the Nation.
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